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| Scope: | This policy applies to UCR Health. UCR Health billing providers outside of the UCR Physicians Billing Office are not covered by this policy. |

**PURPOSE:**
1. To define professional courtesy and outline UCR Health's position on issuance of professional courtesy discounts and waivers.
2. To promote and ensure compliance with governmental regulations regarding professional courtesy adjustments.
3. To provide clear guidance on UCR Health's providers billing/collections personnel on proper handling of professional courtesy discounts and waiver requests.

**POLICY:**
It is the policy of UCR Health to comply with governmental regulations on professional courtesy discounts and waivers.

To mitigate any legal or compliance risks, UCR Health does not offer any professional courtesy discounts and waiver for any services and/or items including, but not limited to, surgical procedures, medical treatment, laboratory services, radiology services and pharmaceutical products.

**APPLICABILITY:**
This policy applies only to UCR Health customers. UCR Health provider entities billing for healthcare services outside UCR Physicians Billing Office are not covered by this policy.

**MONITORING/ACCOUNTABILITY:**
Each UCR Health billing area must conduct frequent, regularly scheduled quality reviews to ensure adherence to this policy. Immediate corrective actions must be taken as necessary. These may include:
- Training and re-training of staff
- Disciplinary actions
- Reporting non-compliance to the UCR Director, Clinical Compliance and Privacy

**REFERENCES:**
CMS Part B Medicare Carrier’s Manual, anti-kickback statute and civil monetary penalties law against giving inducements to Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries.
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